Happy Valentine’s Day!
Love, Pusheen.

By DONUT PUSHEEN

Saturday, February 2nd was an exciting day for the Barb family. Not only did they have ISSMA competitions in the morning; they were going to visit their cousins, the Kes, in Fishers! However, there was something even more exciting about this day: there was a new cousin for them to visit! Baby Ezra Ke, born just a few weeks ago, was the star of attention at the Ke’s house. In addition to admiring the new baby, the Barb children also ate cupcakes in celebration of Mira’s birthday, rode on tricycles, and played with the Ke’s pets (Kuma the dog).

However, in all of the fun activities on Saturday, there was one thing that the Barbs and Kes neglected to do... play with their Pusheens! All of the Barbs ‘Pusheens were left at home without so much as a goodbye, and the Kes left their Pusheens in their rooms the whole time! Says Bun, one of the Barb Pusheens, “I was really looking forward to seeing the new baby. But then – BOOM! – we were left behind and none of us even got a chance!” This event has no doubt left the Pusheen Community extremely frustrated with the lack of attention.

By SANTA CLAWS

Valentine’s Day was an exciting day indeed for the Pusheens of the Barb household. Love was in the air... or so it seemed. On February 13th, the day before Valentine’s Day, Candy Cane Pusheen received a special note in the mail. Candy Cane was really excited; no Pusheen has ever received mail except for their weekly edition of The Pusheen Magazine. Upon opening the letter, Candy Cane thought that a “secret admirer” had sent him a note; it was a heart shaped card with edible sweetheart candies taped on the outside. However, instead of gushy compliments, the note contained insults and poems extolling Candy Cane’s so-called “ugliness”! Candy Cane was outraged, and immediately rounded up all the Barb Pusheens to find who had sent such an offending note. After an hour of intense interrogation, the perpetrator was revealed; Hot Cocoa Pusheen! Hot Cocoa had been jealous of Candy Cane’s pink Santa Hat, which rivaled his own, and was sentenced to 1 hour in the closet.
On Wednesday, February 13th, the Pusheens were excited. All of the Barb family was busy getting ready for Alex’s Birthday the following day, and setting up last minute Valentine’s Day decorations. Since everybody was busy, the Pusheens were able to take advantage of this moment to treat themselves to a “spa day”. Normally, Pusheens are not allowed in any bathroom in the Barb house, the exception being when the Pusheens are forced in the tub to take their weekly baths, and for good reason. The Barb's have a catnip-scented soap in their bathroom, for exclusive use of humans only. The Pusheens had long wanted to use this soap for themselves, because they craved anything that had to do with catnip. As soon as the Barb's went to the basement to begin party preparations, the Pusheens took action. 16 cats streamed into the upstairs bathroom, and began stacking themselves in order to make it up to the sink counter, where the catnip soap was resting. Cookie Pusheen reached the counter first, but, not knowing what to do with it, stuffed it in his mouth and swallowed. This abruptly ended the Pusheen’s “spa day”, and sent Cookie back with a terrible stomachache.

By DETECTIVE PUSHEEN

With the coming of another Valentine’s Day, the Pusheens once again found energy to throw a Pusheen Party in celebration. To continue tradition, the Pusheens first wrote Valentine’s notes to each other. Each Pusheen was given several red paper hearts, which they passed out to their CatSchool classmates with personalized notes on them. This happened with relatively no skirmishes, except when Santa Claws folded up his paper hearts into paper airplanes and threw them at D.P.’s face. Then, after that, the Pusheens were free to party! Hosted by none other than Party Pusheen in the Barb’s living room, the Pusheens gathered to show off their dance moves and eat catnip treats. Even Donut Pusheen got into the party, dressing up as cupid and poking people in the face with plastic arrows. We at the Pusheen Magazine hope your Valentine’s Day was just as amazing as the Pusheens'.

Happy Valentine’s Day!